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Erasmus+

Erasmus + is a European Union program for education, training, youth and sport for 2014-
2020.

It`s total budget amounts to 14.7 billion euros. Erasmus + is based on the achievements of 
European educational programs, which functioned for 25 years, and is the result of a 
combination of the following European initiatives undertaken by the European Commission 
in 2007-2013: the „Learning for Life” program, „Youth in Action” program, Erasmus Mundus, 

Mobility of youth workers

Erasmus+ supports the professional development of youth workers through training or 
networking periods abroad. Periods abroad can consist of training courses, study visits, job 
shadowing or observation on periods at relevant organisations and more
.
With Erasmus+, opportunities are available to spend time teaching at an education insitution 
abroad. These opportunities are available to both staff working in the education sector and 
to individuals working outside the sector invited to share their knowledge and experience.



Topics which were important for us and were main topics of our interest: 

ź How to work together, responsibility in organization; 
ź How to build a team; 
ź How to find volunteer who will stay in our organization; 
ź How to create successful local partnership; 
ź How to make research of local society needs; 
ź What is successful intenrational partnership; 
ź How to create international projects; 
ź How good international NGO network looks.

Main methods: 

ź Team building; 
ź Discussion;
ź Reflection groups;
ź Presentation;
ź Open Space;
ź World Cafe.

Our meeting took place in Motycz Leśny n. Lublin between 05-09.12.2018. 



Erasmus+ presentation for proffesionals was a point of the programme where we could 
discuss very different aspects of our work connected to projects. It was big transfer of 
experience and huge inspiration.

Our seminar was organized in time when new way of applying for projects was implemented by 
European Commision (application on line). Most of us already had first experiences connected to 
it. We were able to get a lot of new knowledge sharing our first work with this system. Group 
described it as very useful same as other topics which appeared in that moment. All topics were 
prepared according to info which we got from partners about their needs before meeting in Poland.

ź Communicat ion on FB in frames of 
international cooperation – Pluses and 
Minuses.

ź What is your biggest success with Erasmus+ 
projects

ź Erasmus+ turists – group of participants not 
prepared for your project (our experiences)

ź Communication with National Agency
ź Participants with special needs
ź Tips about Erasmus+ (your experience)
ź Underage participants and participants +18. 

Similarities and differences in project 
preparations

ź Energizer prepared in proper way
ź Advanced Planning Visit
ź Dissemination of the results

ź Food Preferences
ź Timetable of the youth exchange
ź Mobility tool – how to work with it
ź Meetings with local community on our projects
ź Language issues
ź How to find good partner
ź Working on application together with young 

people
ź Partnership contracts
ź Evaluation – When and how
ź Cooperation with media
ź Venue for our project
ź International rooms
ź Reimbursement of travel costs
ź Application on line – new system
ź Contract with the group

List of our topics:



Open Space 

Open Space sessions helped us to discuss things which are important for us in our work, 
exchange experiences and generate ideas for future cooperation. This point of our meeting 
was effective and successful in our opinion.

Principles of Open Space:

Whoever comes is the right people ...reminds participants that they don't need the CEO and 
100 people to get something done, you need people who care. And, absent the direction or 
control exerted in a traditional meeting, that's who shows up in the various breakout sessions of 
an Open Space meeting.

Whenever it starts is the right time ...reminds participants that "spirit and creativity do not run on 
the clock.”

Wherever it is, is the right place ...reminds participants that space is opening everywhere all the 
time. Please be conscious and aware. – Tahrir Square is one famous example. (Wherever is 
the new one, just added).

Whatever happens is the only thing that could have, be prepared to be surprised! ...reminds 
participants that once something has happened, it's done and no amount of fretting, 
complaining or otherwise rehashing can change that. Move on. The second part reminds us 
that it is all good.

When it's over, it's over (within this session) ...reminds participants that we never know how 
long it will take to resolve an issue, once raised, but that whenever the issue or work or 
conversation is finished, move on to the next thing. Don't keep rehashing just because there's 
30 minutes left in the session. Do the work, not the time.

One Law:

"Law of two feet" - If at any time during our time together you find yourself in any situation where 
you are neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet, go someplace else.



Topics which were discussed by us during Progress Generators:

ź Next steps in developing idea of Graffitti Youth Exchange in Hungary
ź Work of group leaders during youth exchange (communication, 

responsibilities)
ź EVS in our daily work (profits, problems)
ź Website of organization (meaning, possibilities)
ź Live Action Role Play as method of non formal education (how to use it)
ź How to prepare food and accommodation for our projects in right way
ź How to create group for our projects in right way (active people, involved 

people)
ź Communication in our partnerships (sessions one on one between 

partners)
ź Proper dissemination of project results (how we do it in our projects)
ź Youth exchanges – participants with fewer opportunities. How to involve 

them in right way.
ź Contracts and agreements in our cooperation.



Study Visits

During our study visits we have met our friends from Zamojskie Voluntary Service 
Association in Zamość, Salvete Association, Art Avanti Association and teacher from 
Secondary School with integrational classes.

We have had quite long discussion about regulations – how to have volunteer in 
organization (what does it mean to be long term and short term volunteer on local level). 
Discussion was very interesting because we have different regulations in our countries.

Second topic which gave us a lot of new knowledge was: how to build cooperation with 
local partners. Main presented ideas were connected to cooperation between NGOs and 
representatives of formal education, mainly Secondary Schools. Our common  interest is to 
develop local society, so we were discussing how to involve students in actions of our 
organization. Of course one of very good ideas was to make them active through creating 
Erasmus+ projects. Thanks to it we have active youth who feels responsibility for success 
of all the actions in our project. It deletes problems with pasive participation of people who 
joined project in middle of it, just to participate in youth exchange for a week.

After some time from our meeting we feel how important discussion it was. It helped us to 
build new system of involving young people in our actions. Now our work is more effective 
and more useful for young people from our local societies.



Meeting with students

Meeting with local sociaty is very important moment of every project. It gives us opportunity 
to share information what is our work and how young people from our local communities 
can be involved in Erasmus+ programme. We have had plan to spread information through 
study visits but we have managed also to add beautiful meeting with students of one of our 
partner schools in Krasnystaw.

We came there in the morning. Representatives of all partner organizations were 
describing to young people how to be active, how to be part of organization and how to be 
involved in Erasmus+ projects. Meeting took around 2 hours and was very successful.

Our profits from this point of seminar:

ź Around 40 students joined our actions in next two months after the meeting
ź Our partners implemented structure of such meeting in their daily work
ź Information about our project and Erasmus+ programme appeared in a lot of local 

newspapers and internet sites
ź Young people feel trust cooperating with us (specialy because they got to know with our 

European partners)
ź Teachers from Secondary School in Krasnystaw are very involved in our local actions 

and international projects
ź We have managed to develop cooperation between formal and non formal education



Meeting with students



Project partners: 

Co-Efficient
ISTVAN UTCA 28
1078 Budapest
Hungary

www.egyutthato.eu
info@egyutthato.eu

Brno for you, z.s.
KOTLARSKA 260/15, VEVERI
602 00 Brno
Czech Republic

www.brnoforyou.cz
info@brnoforyou.cz

Marty for you
Gerlachovská 6
04013 Kosice
Slovakia

karenmprojects.wix.com/martyforyou
martyforyou.svk@gmail.com

Asociation Evolution
str. George Enescu nr.5
320096 Resita
Romania

www.evolutionresita.info
evolutionresita@yahoo.com



Project partners: 

Razvojna udruga Ludbreg (RUL)
LJUDEVITA GAJA 38
42230 Ludbreg
Croatia

www.facebook.com/RULudbreg
kpirc@rul.com.hr

Yellow sheep fundation
Jędrzejowska 74/6
29-100 Włoszczowa
Poland

www.facebook.com/yellowsheepfoundation
mateusz.piatkiewicz@protonmail.com

See Why
7 Kosti Palama Lakatamia
2313 Nicosia
Cyprus

www.facebook.com/See-Why-1526724457590770/
see.why@europe.com
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ź Leszek Sobuś  and Association 'Zamość 1920'

Mariana Buczka str. 24, 22-400 Zamość

ź Łukasz Brykner and Assotiation 'Salvete'

Ormiańska str. 4, 22-400 Zamość
stowarzyszenie_salvete@poczta.fm

ź Krystyna Rybińska-Smyk and Association 'Zamojskie Voluntary Service 
Center'

Kolegiacka str. 16, 22-400 Zamość
biuro@wolontariatzamosc.pl

ź Board, teachers and students of  C.K. Norwid Secondary School in 
Krasnystaw

Okrzei str. 5, 22-300 Krasnystaw
lo_norwid@poczta.onet.pl

ź Włoszczowa Community Centre

Wiśniowa str. 19, 29-100 Włoszczowa
sekretariat@dkwloszczowa.pl

ź Telewizja Kablowej Zamość Video-Kadr

Okrzei str. 2, 22-400 Zamość
ztk@poczta.fm
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